


Tools and skills used in strategic diagnosis will help us develop a winning strategy. We need to understand customer 
needs and preferences, competitive alternatives as well as potential business models and approaches. 

The best strategy development processes are iterative and evidence-based so that strategists know that their path 
will lead to success before fully committing to the journey. 



Through a thorough but low-cost approach, Rent the Runway founders tested and validated basic assumptions about young 
women wanting to look and feel beautiful in high fashion dresses but who couldn’t afford them regularly. 

They then developed a business model for making dresses available that they knew customers would like and which they 
knew they could effectively deliver.



Rent the Runway determined the capabilities, processes and systems to select the right dresses, create an 
engaging interface for customers, handle shipping and returning for those dresses. 

The ability to identify an opportunity, offer unique value and build resources/capabilities to deliver it, led 
Rent the Runway to $100 million in annual revenues by 2016 with an estimated valuation of over $600 million.
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Strategy development isn't just for new opportunities. Business professionals need to understand how to develop 
and adapt a winning strategy over time because the world changes constantly. We see political, economic, social and 
technological shifts changing the way businesses compete. A winning strategy remains a winning strategy only if the 
external business environment stays stable to support that strategy. Once the external environment changes, business 
leaders need to develop new strategies to address their new external realities. 



Consider Netflix, which started in 1997 as a mail-order DVD rental business. They initially introduced a new business 
model to compete with brick and mortar rental stores and grew rapidly through the early 2000s with this initial 
strategy of shipping DVDs to consumers.



But by the mid 2000s Netflix leaders recognized that both internet infrastructure and video streaming technologies 
were improving. They recognized that their mail order service providing physical DVDs would likely become less and 
less relevant as customers shifted towards video streaming technology. 



This on-going diagnosis led to a new focus on online streaming of digital media, which helped them become the dominant video 
streaming provider by 2010. This required new resources, capabilities and strategy implementation systems. Netflix saw this coming 
and developed a strategy to reposition themselves.

Netflix repeatedly used the strategic skills of analyzing customer needs, understanding external trends in technology and consumer 
behavior, as well as competitor analysis to decide where and how to continue to compete.



Netflix has continued to update its strategy through regular diagnosis of key issues. As streaming grew, Netflix 
realized that suppliers had all the power. The studios created the content and Netflix resold it by streaming it to 
customers. As time went on, Netflix found itself in more and more painful bargaining situations where content 
providers were asking for larger and larger fees. In response, Netflix reconfigured its strategy to start creating 
its own content. 



Since 2011, Netflix started acquiring its own content and making it exclusively available on Netflix. They 
leveraged their proprietary data on people’s preferences in their streaming service in order to customize 
content creation to meet popular demand. Thus, Netflix became their own supplier and created content that 
would appeal to the masses.



With a clear diagnosis, we can develop and design a new strategy to address the issues we identify. We will 
effectively utilize the tools and frameworks of strategy (industry analysis, external threats, internal strengths
and weaknesses, business models and strategic alternatives).


